Abstract-This paper presents a set of techniques to reduce the code and data sizes for software synthesis from graphical digital signal-processing programs based on the synchronous dataflow model. By sharing the kernel code among multiple instances of a block with a shared function, we can further reduce the code size below the previous results based on inline coding style. A systematic approach also is devised to give up the single appearance schedule for reducing the data buffer requirement. The proposed techniques have been evaluated with two real-life examples to prove their significance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Minimizing the memory requirement is very important to synthesize code for embedded systems, specially for an on-chip design. Critical constraints on the memory size have made assembly programming by hand still a popular way of software development for embedded systems in spite of low productivity. Growing complexity of embedded systems, fast design turnaround time, limited development budget, and short lifecycle of products, however, will make the use of high-level software design methodology mandatory: high-level language compiler or automatic code generation from block diagram specification. In this paper, we aim to reduce the code and data sizes for software synthesis from graphical digital signal-processing (DSP) programs based on the synchronous dataflow (SDF) [1] model, which can be used as a block diagram specification model. In an SDF graph, each node contains a kernel (code fragment) of a host language tailored to an implementation engine while the dataflow graph itself is a coordination language among function modules. Fig. 1(a) is an example SDF graph, and each arc is annotated with the number of tokens produced or consumed by an activation of its source or destination node. Each arc is assigned to a data buffer whose size can be constrained to the maximum number of tokens accumulated during a chosen execution of the graph. These data buffers compose the state of the SDF graph. Numerous DSP design environments, including a number of commercial tools, support SDF or closely related models ( [2] - [4] ) for both simulation and code generation.
A key property of the SDF model is that static schedules can be constructed at compile time, thus removing the run-time overhead of dynamic scheduling. Fig. 1(b) shows three valid schedules. Among valid schedules for an SDF graph, if every block appears exactly once in the schedule such as 61 and 62 in Fig. 1 , the schedule is called a single appearance(SA) schedule. An SA-schedule that has no nested loop is called a flat SA-schedule. 61 of Fig. 1 is a flat SA-schedule, while 62 is not.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1063-8210(00)09510-X. which affect the memory requirements of the generated software for code and data. One of the main scheduling objectives for software synthesis is to minimize the total (sum of code and data) memory requirements. Once the schedule is determined, codes are generated according to the scheduled sequence. Since nodes are prepared in libraries, the kernel inside a node is assumed already optimized and treated as a unit. Two popular coding styles are inlining and function. The former generates an inline code for each node at the scheduled position, while the latter calls a function that contains the kernel. After a schedule is performed, the code for each dataflow node is generated depending on the coding style of the node. Fig. 1 (c) shows three programs based on the same schedule 61 with various coding styles: inline, switch, and function. Among multiple valid schedules for an SDF graph, there exist tradeoffs between code memory size and data buffer memory requirement, depending on the coding style. Since a single appearance schedule guarantees the minimum code size for inline code generation, a group of researchers focused on finding a single appearance schedule that minimizes the buffer memory requirement [5] . Bhattacharyya et al.developed an algorithm to find out a looped SA-schedule with minimum buffer requirement among multiple looped SA-schedules, ignoring buffer sharing possibilities. Ritz et al. used an integer linear programming formulation to minimize the data memory [4] . Both works ( [5] , [4] ) stick to single appearance schedules and do not exploit code-sharing optimization, in which multiple nodes share the same kernel in the generated code. There is a recent work on mixing coding styles for memory-efficient code synthesis [6] . However, they also did not consider the possibility of code sharing. Most previous approaches first assume a coding style for all dataflow nodes and search for an optimal schedule afterwards. Also, they try to minimize the code size first and the data size later. Even though they produce good results for a set of applications, they could not produce good codes for some applications that we will demonstrate. In this paper, we propose a pair of optimization techniques to overcome their limitations by mixing the coding style of different dataflow nodes. The first technique is to reduce the code size by sharing the kernel among multiple instances of the same block; which requires function style code generation instead of inlining. The second technique is to give up single appearance schedule, an important schedule class for the minimum code size, for data memory minimization. By applying 1063-8210/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE these two techniques, we could reduce the memory requirements of two important examples by 13.6% and 8.1% over the best results from SA-schedule [5] at little expense of increased run-time overhead.
II. PROPOSED STRATEGY
Our strategy starts with a single appearance schedule obtained by the method described in [5] . Then, we apply our optimization techniques, code-sharing optimization and schedule adjustment, in sequence, as illustrated with an example in Fig. 2 . In code-sharing optimization, we examine the graph to find multiple instances of a same block. Suppose that B1 and B2 represent the same block. Multiple instances are treated as different nodes in a single appearance schedule and appeared separately in the generated inlined code. The code-sharing technique described in the next section marks the two nodes B1 and B2 as shared. In the next phase, we give up SA-schedule to further reduce the buffer size if the gain is greater than the overhead. To manipulate the SA-schedule more efficiently, we express the schedule with a schedule tree, shortly, s-tree, which will be explained in Section III. From the s-tree, we can identify the possible locations of schedule adjustment and obtain the adjusted schedule. The resulting schedule is (2(AB 1 B 2 2C))C and node C is implemented as a function to avoid code duplication. Fig. 3(a) shows the structure of the CD2DAT example, which is a sample rate converter from compact disc to digital audio tape. Since there are four instances of a finite impulse response (FIR) filter, it becomes a candidate of code sharing. Each FIR filter has its own state values such as tap values. Also, each input or output port of an instance is bound to its own buffer. In case the kernel code is shared among multiple instances, we should maintain, for each instance, separate state variables and buffers, which define the "context" of each instance. An example of the context of a FIR filter is depicted in Fig. 3(b) . To decide whether a code block had better be shared or not, we compute the overhead and the gain of sharing. When 1() is an overhead, is a code block size, and is the number of instances of a block, code sharing is accepted if the inequality 1 > (1()=( 0 1)) is satisfied.
III. CODE-SHARING OPTIMIZATION
The overhead incurred by code sharing comes from additional "context" data structure. We compute the sharing overhead 1() by dividing it into three parts: a context size overhead in the data block, the reference overhead, and the function call overhead in the code memory
In an implementation point of view, a context includes state variables as well as pointers to input and output token buffers. Since the state variables are also needed for each instance in the inlined code, the context size overhead comes from only pointer variables for input and output ports, which we call per-port overhead. For multirate computation, a port is usually implemented with a buffer array or a circular queue. Thus, at most three integer variables and a pointer variable are needed per port. To point the next read or write location in the array, an offset is needed. Since the offset is required also in the inline style, the offset is not counted as overhead. Two more integers are needed to delimit the end of the array and to describe the offset increment after each activation of the node, which are compiled as constants in an inline code. Therefore, the per-port overhead and the total context size overhead of a block are computed using 1 context = 2 2 (# of ports), where = 2 2 size of(int) + size of(pointer).
A reference overhead is an overhead resulting from accessing a port or a state through the context structure. When we access a variable through the context structure, we usually need additional codes. Although the overhead may be reduced after compiler optimization, we use the worst value to be conservative. The reference overhead is dependent on the variable type as well as on whether it is a port or a state. We consider three variable types: scalar type (such as integer or double), array, and constant. We define the overhead cost as a function of the reference type. In a SPARC/Solaris environment, the values of are 36, 32, 60, and 128, respectively, for scalar variable, constant, array of state, and array of port. By counting the references in a code block, we compute the reference overhead 1 reference , where "(t) is the reference count of type t in the kernel (1 reference = 6t2S;C;AS;AP"(t)2(t)).
The constants we use in equations are highly machine dependent. The sizes of types and the addressing modes of a processor are two determinants. Since we can obtain the constant values easily from manuals or simple test programs, our technique is applicable to other than the SPARC/Solaris environment. For ARM7 processor, (t) is 16, 16, 24, and 40. The function call overhead is constant for a given processor: e.g., 12 for SPARC and 8 for ARM7. In summary, we compute the code-sharing overhead of a block using the port count and the reference counts, which can be obtained from the kernel of the block.
IV. ADJUSTING SINGLE APPEARANCE SCHEDULE
Consider an example of Fig. 4 . 61 is the optimal SA-schedule in terms of buffer memory requirement. However, we can further reduce the buffer memory requirement by altering the schedule to 62. 62
is not an SA-schedule any more, for node C appears twice. Though the data buffer memory requirement is decreased, the code size is increased due to the duplication of node C. The major concern of this section is how to measure the gain and the cost of such schedule adjustment quantitatively. This section formalizes the schedule adjustment by introducing a binary tree representation of an SDF schedule (called schedule tree or s-tree).
Definition IV.1: An s-tree representation is recursively defined as a looped schedule (S l ; S r ), where S l and S r are s-tree representations.
A single dataflow node firing N is considered as the basic s-tree representation, 1(N, NULL), where NULL is an empty s-tree representation. Any SDF schedule can be translated into an s-tree representation by inserting parenthesis at the proper places. For example, an s-tree representation of A(2B)C is ((A(2B))C) or (A ((2B)C) ). Scanning the list from left to right, we create a node when we meet a loop count or a node and create child nodes when we meet a left parenthesis. We move up to the parent node when we meet a right parenthesis. In the constructed binary tree, each leaf node corresponds to an SDF block, and an intermediate node represents a cluster of node invocations that are included in the s-tree subschedule with loop count . Since we start with an SA-schedule, there is only one invocation of any SDF block in the tree. We assign the buffer requirement information to each s-tree node as a tuple [I; W; O]. It indicates the set of input buffers, the buffers between two child clusters, and the set of output buffers for the corresponding cluster to be scheduled. The I and O of a leaf node become the set of input and output buffers of the corresponding SDF block, and the W becomes null since there is no child node. In Fig. 4 , we specify the maximum number of tokens in each set of tuple notation for brevity. no arc is omitted for buffer computation. From 1), 2), and 3), the proof completes.
For example, when we make an s-tree from the schedule ((2(7A3B))(5C)), the size of the W set of the root node is the total buffer size of arcs between two clusters (2(7A3B)) and (5C). For an intermediate node G, we define jGj as the sum of the sizes of the W set of G and all nodes below G, which is equal to the total buffer size of all arcs inside the cluster. If G is the root node, jGj is also called js 0 treej. Fig. 4(b) shows the s-tree and its schedule for the SDF graph in Fig. 4(a) , and its js-treej is 51. At the first step of schedule adjustment, an intermediate node is selected as an adjustment point by comparing the gain and the cost. Then, the schedule is adjusted by manipulating the s-tree. These steps are repeated until there is no intermediate node where the gain is larger than the cost. In the s-tree of Fig. 4(b) , the buffer requirement between node B and C is 30. If we give up SA-schedule and construct a new schedule as (2(7A3B2C))(C), the buffer requirement between B and C is reduced to 18. Only when the buffer reduction is larger than the code size increment is the schedule adjustment regarded as worthwhile.
Fact IV.1: When a schedule 6 has two clusters L and R, that is, 6 = (L)(R), where and are loop counts of clusters L and R, the schedule can be adjusted as follows:
(1)
If we select an adjustment point, there are two subclusters L and R.
Assume that the root node is chosen as an adjustment point in Fig. 4(b) .
The left loop cluster (L) is {2, 7, 3, A, B} with loop count 2 ( = 2), and the right one (R) is {5, C} with loop count 5 ( = 5). To reduce the buffer requirement between L and R, we merge R into L. The merged portion of R has a new loop count ( 4 ). The remainder of R is located outside the merged L with a loop count (%). For a cluster structure of Fig. 5(c) before schedule adjustment, Fig. 6 shows the cluster structure after schedule adjustment (cloning and merging). We can perform the schedule adjustment procedure with the s-tree data structure by showing that all the tuples of nodes after adjustment can be derived from those before adjustment. [7] To compute the gain of schedule adjustment, we compute the change of buffer requirement. We denote W (X) as the size of W set for node X. The buffer requirement within cluster X before the schedule adjustment is (W(X)+jLj+jRj). After the schedule adjustment, the buffer requirement within X becomes (W(N)+W(X 0 )+jL 0 j+jRj). Since R1 and R2 are actually the same cluster, we should count the buffer size inside the cluster only once. Thus, jRj is used instead of jR1j + jR2j. For jL 0 j equal to jLj, we obtain the buffer size reduction, which is the gain of schedule adjustment, by W (X) 0 (W(N) + W (X 0 )). 
Since we generate the code in a hybrid style, which is a mixture of inlines, functions, and shared functions, we define three sets of When a cluster N is cloned, we investigate all nodes inside. If a leaf node in N is a member of IN and the moving cost of the node from IN to FN, "Cost2FN(N)," is smaller than its kernel code size "BlockSize(N)," multiplied by the number of instances "instanceCount," the node will be moved into FN. The moving cost from IN to FN includes function body overhead, function call overhead, and variable migration overhead from local variables to global variables. If a node is already in FN or FS, the additional cost is only one more function call "Cost4Call(N)." Since the loop structure of a cluster is also cloned regardless of the coding style, "LoopOverhead" should be added to each cloned intermediate node.
When the number of leaf nodes is N L , the complexity to 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two real-life examples are chosen to show effectiveness of our approach: they are eight-channel filter bank and compact disc to digital audio tape converter, shown in Fig. 3 , both of which are borrowed from the Ptolemy distribution [2] . Full-fledged discussion of experimental results can be found in [7] . We summarize the final memory requirements at each optimization step. Tables I and II show stepwise optimization of the memory requirement when it is executed on ARM7 processor. In both tables, SAS does not require any uninitialized (0-init) data. However, since variables are managed as automatic varaibles in stack segment in SAS method, the same amount of buffer is required in run-time memory. The CD2DAT example shows significant code-size reduction from code-sharing optimization and data-size reduction from schedule adjustment. The filter bank example containing 28 FIR filters is an ideal example for codesharing optimization. Compared with full inline implementation, the run-time overhead of the generated software is below 3%.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a pair of optimization techniques to jointly minimize the code and data memory requirement. Before applying the proposed optimization techniques, we carefully analyze the gains and overheads. Selective application of the optimization techniques shows significant improvements in memory requirement for both code and data in an important class of applications.
Beyond what we achieved in this paper, there are more works to be studied in the future. At first our techniques should be extended to deal with the case where no SA-schedule exists. Considering the possibility of buffer sharing is another topic. Moreover, it may be better to devise a new scheduling policy to minimize the code and data memory considering the proposed optimization possiblities.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the context of the design of complex integrated circuits, the current challenge is the design-error free generation of large systems from behavioral specifications, allowing one to reuse previously designed parts. High-level synthesis (HLS) tools are now available, but their constant evolution and the concurrent change of the design libraries are so rapid that neither the programs nor the libraries can be considered provably correct. As a consequence, the results of HLS must undergo extensive verification before being fed to the logic design step [1] . Yet, due to the complexity of the circuits, and to their abstract specification, their exhaustive simulation is out of reach, and the current technology of automatic formal verification tools is no longer applicable.
Let us briefly recall the principles of today's verification tools. At the bit and word level, circuits have a fixed word length, fixed-width datapath, and a finite and known number of memory elements. Binary decision diagrams [2] and their enhancements [3] , [4] efficiently represent the set of states reachable from the initial state by repetitively applying the "next state" transition relation. The functional correctness of the circuit needs only be established on the reachable states. "Model checkers" compute the truth of properties, expressed as temporal logic formulas, on the reachable states of a design description. These tools in reality perform either an explicit or a symbolic enumeration of the reachable states. As a consequence, their applicability is limited to circuits with fixed structure, and with a number of states that in practice cannot exceed 2 100 (i.e., 100 bits of memory). These tools can no longer be applied automatically on designs with datapaths and on abstract specifications: the designer must proceed to manual abstractions (such as datapath width reduction) [5] and verification decomposition [6] , the validity of which are not supported by automatic software. Other approaches, also requiring expert manual guidance, gave interesting results combining symbolic simulation and theorem proving [7] , [8] , but their wide use is hindered by the lack of automatic translation from conventional design languages to the input format of theorem provers.
